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Abstract

The Asteroid Impact & Deflection Assessment (AIDA) mission is a joint cooperation between European and US space agencies that consists of two separate and independent spacecraft that will be launched to a binary asteroid system, the near-Earth asteroid Didymos, to test the kinetic impactor technique to deflect an asteroid. The European Asteroid Impact Mission (AIM) is set to rendezvous with the asteroid system to fully characterise the smaller of the two binary components a few months prior to the impact by the US Double Asteroid Redirection Test (DART) spacecraft. AIM is a unique mission as it will be the first time that a spacecraft will investigate the surface, subsurface, and internal properties of a small binary near–Earth asteroid. In addition it will perform various important technology demonstrations that can serve other space missions.

The knowledge obtained by this mission will have great implications for our understanding of the history of the Solar System. Having direct information on the surface and internal properties of small asteroids will allow us to understand how the various processes they undergo work and transform these small bodies as well as, for this particular case, how a binary system forms. Making these measurements from up close and comparing them with ground-based data from telescopes will also allow us to calibrate remote observations and improve our data interpretation of other systems.

With DART, thanks to the characterization of the target by AIM, the mission will be the first fully documented impact experiment at asteroid scale, which will include the characterization of the target’s properties and the outcome of the impact. AIDA will thus offer a great opportunity to test and refine our understanding and models at the actual scale of an asteroid, and to check whether the current extrapolations of material strength from laboratory-scale targets to the scale of AIDA’s target are valid. Moreover, it will offer a first check of the validity of the kinetic impactor concept to deflect a small body and lead to improved efficiency for future kinetic impactor designs.

This paper focuses on the science return of AIM, the current knowledge of its target from ground-based observations, and the instrumentation planned to get the necessary data.
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1. Introduction

This paper describes the science rationale for the European Space Agency’s Asteroid Impact Mission (AIM),
either as a standalone mission or as an international co-operation with the NASA Double Asteroid Redirection Test (DART; see the companion paper by Cheng et al. (2016), a mission under study by the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory with support from NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, NASA Johnson Space Center, and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory). The combined ESA-NASA mission (Cheng et al., 2015) is called the Asteroid Impact & Deflection Assessment (AIDA). The AIM mission is going through a phase A/B1 study, beginning March 2015 and ending September 2016. The NASA Phase A study of the DART mission began in the fall of 2015 and will end in the summer of 2016. AIDA will be the first test ever to use a kinetic impactor to deflect an asteroid. The AIM/AIDA target is the secondary component of the binary NEA (65803) Didymos (1996 GT). The AIM launch window is October/November 2020, arriving at Didymos in April 2022. DART is planned for launch in December 2020 with impact in late September 2022 when Didymos will be within 0.1 AU of the Earth and observable with small ground-based telescopes. AIM will measure physical and dynamical properties of the Didymos system, releasing a lander and CubeSat payloads before the DART impact, and determine any changes that result from the impact. This paper and the companion paper (Cheng et al., 2016) present the science rationales for the AIM and DART missions, as formulated for the phase A studies.

Several international reports have recommended that a demonstration be undertaken to alter the orbital course of an asteroid (e.g., the white papers of the International Academy of Astronautics (IAA) Planetary Defense Conference 2013 and 2015) due to its scientific and technological interest. The Don Quijote mission study, performed by ESA in 2002–2007, had the objective of demonstrating the ability to modify the trajectory of an asteroid using a kinetic impactor and to observe the consequent change in its orbit, as well as any physical changes, from an observing spacecraft. The kinetic impactor is one of the main concepts under consideration to deflect asteroids of up to a few hundred metres in size. However, the magnitude of the resulting deflection is highly uncertain, owing to the poorly understood contribution of recoil momentum from impact ejecta. An understanding of impact dynamics and fragmentation processes, over a wide range of physical scales, is essential to address many fundamental questions of planetary science as well as a wide variety of technological problems. Several studies are underway to improve our understanding of these processes through numerical modeling, but confirmation of the validity of model results relies on verification with laboratory impact experiments at very small (centimetre) scales. So far, we do not know whether our assumptions to extrapolate our knowledge at laboratory scale to the scale of the impact planned with AIDA are valid, and this knowledge is essential to use these extrapolations for other cases. Moreover, the efficiency of a mitigation strategy highly depends on the physical properties of the asteroid target (Michel, 2013). In particular, the deflection efficiency of a kinetic impactor depends on the asteroid subsurface and internal structures (e.g., Holzapfel and Housen, 2012; Jutzi and Michel, 2014), and so far no direct measurement of these properties has been performed on any asteroid. In fact, the physical characterization of a near-Earth asteroid (NEA) as well as understanding how it responds to an impact are crucial in order to fully evaluate the impact event and to address various scientific problems in planetary science. Furthermore, a number of technologies must be demonstrated for this purpose, which can also serve other interplanetary missions and objectives. AIM is specifically designed to address both technological and scientific aspects of impact mitigation. The DART mission includes both the artificial projectile equipped with an imager, and ground-based measurements of the deflection. The impact energy of DART, assuming 300 kg impacting at 7 km/s, will be 1.8 tons of TNT equivalent energy. The AIM mission will provide the first complete view of an asteroid–scale impact ever obtained, including detailed knowledge of the impact conditions prior to DART’s impact, and a clear view of the consequences of the impact, including in-situ measurements of key physical properties, such as surface, subsurface and internal structures of the target body. The AIDA mission, with both DART and AIM, offers the possibility of detailed interpretation of the deflection measurement and allows for direct comparison with numerical modeling efforts (e.g., Jutzi and Michel, 2014).

AIM has several objectives. First, it will demonstrate, at a low cost for a deep-space mission, technologies related to autonomous navigation, optical communication, on-board resources management, close proximity operations, asteroid microlanders, and deep-space intersatellite networks. Second, AIM will characterize for the first time in detail a binary asteroid, allowing us to better understand the geophysical properties of small asteroids (diameter on the order of a few 100 metres)), as well as the formation and properties of these systems that represent ≈ 15% of the NEA population (Margot et al., 2015; Walsh and Jacobson, 2015). Finally, AIM will demonstrate technologies required by a simple monitoring spacecraft, and establish the suitability of binary asteroids for future exploration and asteroid deflection tests.

Both AIM and AIDA address issues that interest several communities, including scientists and engineers working on impact physics, planetary science, seismology, geophysics (surface and internal properties), dynamics, mineralogy and resources, spectral and physical properties of small bodies, low-gravity environments, impact mitigation, and human exploration.

In the following, we present the science topics that will be addressed by AIM, both as a standalone mission and within AIDA, as well as the current knowledge of the environment (i.e., main target’s properties) of this mission based on observations and numerical modeling.
2. Scientific motivations

2.1. Knowledge resulting from AIM as a standalone mission

Although AIM is a technology demonstration, an important by-product of the mission will be to enhance drastically our scientific knowledge of small asteroids. This mission is relevant to many aspects of Solar System science, including gaining new insights on granular mechanics in low gravity environments, impact cratering, seismic processes, and thermal properties and processes. It will also greatly inform mitigation techniques, human exploration, and resource utilization strategies (Fig. 1).

The main scientific objectives of the AIM mission are:

- to characterize the mass, size, detailed morphology, and density of the natural satellite of a binary asteroid;
- to determine the dynamical properties of the binary system;
- to determine the surface and sub-surface properties of the natural satellite of a binary asteroid;
- to determine the internal structure of the natural satellite of a binary asteroid;
- to determine the thermophysical properties of the natural satellite of a binary asteroid.

2.1.1. Solar System and binary asteroid science gain

Asteroids are thought to be leftover planetesimals that are closely related to the precursor bodies that formed both the terrestrial planets and the cores of the giant planets. In the last decade, ground-based and spacecraft observations, as well as numerical modeling of small asteroids, have drastically changed our understanding of these bodies (e.g., Michel et al., 2015). Almost all asteroids that we observe today, whether they have a primitive or more evolved composition, are the products of a complex history involving the accretion process as well as one or several episodes of catastrophic disruption and space weathering. Both numerical models and spacecraft images indicate that most NEAs are covered with some sort of regolith (e.g., Murdoch et al., 2015) and are rubble piles (Campana Bagatin et al., 2001; Michel et al., 2001; Fujiwara et al., 2006), i.e., aggregates made of boulders or particles down to gravel or dust sizes, although the actual internal structure of such bodies is still unknown. The detailed properties of asteroid regoliths are still unknown except for two NEAs, (433) Eros and (25143) Itokawa, that have been visited by spacecraft (the NASA NEAR-Shoemaker and the JAXA Hayabusa missions) although even for these cases some characteristics are still not well understood. In fact, asteroid surfaces, which evolve in very low-gravity environments, are subject to various kinds of processes, including space weathering, impacts, seismic phenomena, regolith migration, and segregation (Murdoch et al., 2015). Some NEAs may be transformed into double systems (binaries) when their rotational rate exceeds the threshold above which material can fly away and potentially form a small satellite (e.g., Walsh and Jacobson, 2015). Small asteroids thus undergo substantial physical evolution, and yet the geophysics and mechanics of these processes are still a mystery. This is at least partly due to a lack of scientific data, both on the mechanical properties of small asteroids, with their very unique micro-gravity environments, and on their sub-surface and global geophysics. Direct interaction is the only way to determine the detailed mechanical properties of an asteroid surface and to measure how it responds to an external force. Our knowledge of asteroid geophysics and of aggregate mechanics in micro-gravity environments is thus still very restricted. Moreover, in such low-gravity environments, physical processes caused by forces other than gravity, in particular van der Waals and electrostatic forces, may play a very important role in the mechanical behavior of a small asteroid (Scheeres et al., 2010). Indeed, such forces have been invoked as necessary to retain regolith on the small, fast-spinning rubble-pile asteroid (29075) 1950 DA, where gravity alone is insufficient (Rozitis et al., 2014; Gundlach and Blum, 2015, who derive cohesive strengths of 642 ± 12/−20 Pa and 2538 Pa, respectively). If one could confirm these effects on an asteroid surface, this would revolutionize our understanding of small bodies.

One fundamental question is: are small asteroids made of boulders, zones with voids, or smaller components from gravel to dust down to their centre? The long history of discussion of this topic is reflected by the large number of publications addressing it (e.g., Britt et al., 2002; Richardson et al., 2002; Consolmagno et al., 2008). Answering this question will allow us to trace back Solar System history from the accretion of these bodies to their current internal and surface properties. An understanding of the mechanical properties of an asteroid and its response to external actions is also crucial for the design of mitigation technologies to deflect hazardous asteroids as well as to prepare future human exploration of asteroids. It is thus time to explore the internal structure and physical properties of one of them.

AIM will target the moon of the binary NEA Didymos (see Sec. 5.1), but global measurements will also be performed of the primary, which will frequently find itself in the field of view of the instruments expected to fly on AIM (see Sec. 4). AIM’s characterization of both the primary and secondary will significantly improve our knowledge of the physical and compositional properties of a component of the binary NEA population. In addition, the formation of small binaries is still a matter of debate, although several scenarios have been proposed to explain their existence and observed frequency. In particular, rotational disruption of an NEA, assumed to be an aggregate, as a result of spin-up above the fission threshold due to the YORP effect has been shown to be a mechanism that can
Figure 1: The knowledge from AIM and AIDA will be relevant to several disciplines.
produce binary asteroids with properties that are consistent with observations (e.g., Walsh and Jacobson, 2015). These properties include the oblate spheroidal shape of the primary, the size ratio of the primary to the secondary, and the circular equatorial secondary orbit. Mass shedding from the primary has been shown to reproduce those properties (Walsh et al., 2008, 2012), giving constraints to the internal structure of the progenitor. Other fission scenarios have been proposed that imply different physical properties of the binary and its progenitor (Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011). Binary formation scenarios therefore place constraints on, and implications for, the internal structure of these objects.

AIM provides us with the first opportunity to directly measure the internal structure of an asteroid to distinguish between a rubble pile with large coherent segments and a rubble pile with small-scale components. These measurements will also allow us to constrain the role of macro- vs. micro-porosity. Combined, these results will lead to new insight in understanding the formation of a binary.

The binary nature of the target allows determination of certain parameters of the target during the mission planning and design phases as the sizes, total mass, and orbit pole direction of the system can be estimated from Earth-based observations. This knowledge will reduce the time required for initial characterization before entering into bound orbits.

The rendezvous of AIM with Didymos will thus allow scientific investigation of the fascinating geology and geophysics of asteroids. For example, precise measurements of the mutual orbit and rotation state of both components can be used to probe higher-level harmonics of the gravitational potential, and therefore internal structure. In addition, the mission provides a unique opportunity to study the dynamical evolution driven by the YORP/Yarkovsky thermal effects. The measurements of the thermal properties of the target and its surface temperature distribution are important in this respect, because they affect the orbital and spin-state evolution of the object via the Yarkovsky and YORP effects, respectively (Vokrouhlický et al., 2015). In particular, the thermal inertia, the resistance of a material to temperature change, dictates the strength of the Yarkovsky effect on the asteroid. The Yarkovsky effect is responsible for the dispersion of the members of asteroid families, the delivery of small asteroids and meteoroids from the main belt into dynamical resonance zones capable of transporting them to Earth-crossing orbits, and the orbital evolution of potentially hazardous asteroids (see Vokrouhlický et al. (2015), and references therein). The value of the thermal inertia can also be used to determine the nature of the soil of the asteroid, e.g., the typical size (Gundlach and Blum, 2013) and degree of cementation (Piqueux and Christensen, 2009a,b) of the particles of the soil, which constitute the so-called asteroidal regolith. Regolith informs us about the geological processes occurring on asteroids (Murdoch et al., 2015), such as impacts (Barnouin et al., 2008), micrometeoroid bombardment (Hörz and Cintala, 1997), and thermal cracking (Delbò et al., 2014). AIM will provide a direct link between thermal inertia observations and surface physical properties measured in situ of a small binary component.

AIM will thus allow us to address fundamental questions, such as:

- What are the surface and subsurface structures of asteroid satellites and how does an asteroid’s surface relate to its subsurface?
- What are the geophysical processes that drive binary asteroid formation?
- What are the strength and thermal properties of a small asteroid’s surface?
- What is the cohesion within an aggregate in micro-gravity?
- What are the physical properties of the regolith covering asteroid surfaces and how does it react dynamically to external processes, such as the impact of a surface package?
- What is the link between thermal inertia and actual surface properties?
- What is the internal structure of a small binary component?

2.1.2. Mitigation science

Small bodies continue to shape planetary surfaces throughout the Solar System via collisions. Roughly 50 to 100 tonnes of material fall on the Earth every year. However, much larger objects lurk nearby, astronomically speaking: nearly 1000 objects with a diameter equal to or greater than 1 km are classified as NEAs, with perihelia of 1.3 AU or less. Impacts with objects of that size, which would result in civilization-threatening effects, are thought to recur on roughly million-year timescales. The population of NEAs with a diameter equal to or larger than 50 m is modeled to number in the hundreds of thousands. While impacts by 50 m-diameter asteroids may only devastate a relatively small region (as for the Tunguska Event in 1908), they also occur much more frequently; we have to expect such impacts on century- to millenium timescales. The abstract knowledge that small–body impacts on Earth continue to occur to this day became concrete reality for the residents of Chelyabinsk, Russia on Feb. 15, 2013, when the unexpected explosion of a 17–20 m-diameter asteroid over the city released 500 ± 100 kT (equivalent TNT) of energy (e.g., Brown et al., 2013).

Uniquely for natural disasters, destructive impacts can not only be predicted, but also potentially avoided via human action. The United States Congress directed NASA to find and characterize at least 90% of potentially hazardous asteroids (PHAs; NEAs with a minimum orbit intersection distance (MOID) of 0.05 AU or less and an
absolute magnitude of $H < 22$, equivalent to $\sim 140 \text{m}$ in diameter or larger), following up on an earlier charge to find 90% of all km-scale NEAs. Surveys to meet this Congressional mandate are under way using ground-based and space-based telescopes, and programmes are in place to characterize the sizes, shapes, rotation periods, compositions (spectral classes), and other properties of NEAs. The Space Situational Awareness (SSA) programme of ESA also contributes to this effort (Koschny and Drolshagen, 2015).

There are several possible ways to deflect an asteroid, although none has yet been demonstrated. The various methods do not need the same amount of information regarding the targets. We indicate below a few examples (see Michel, 2013, for more details).

- **Kinetic impactor**: the aim is to deflect the asteroid by a hyper–velocity impact of an artificial projectile. Surface and sub-surface mechanical properties and porosity are the fundamental parameters that influence the outcome of such a concept. Size/shape properties are also needed for accurate targeting. The influence of target rotation on the kinetic impactor efficiency is poorly understood, so the relevance of its knowledge cannot be assessed yet. As long as the area of the impact (and distance of shock wave attenuation from the impact point) is small compared to the whole body, the full internal structure does not need to be known.

- **Gravity tractor**: the aim is to use the gravitational force of an artificial satellite positioned nearby to deflect a small asteroid. Mass is the fundamental parameter that is needed for the gravity tractor. Knowledge on shape and rotational properties is also important for proximity operations (especially if the tractor distance to the asteroid needs to be small).

- **Deployment of a device**: several concepts suggest deployment of a device, such as a solar sail or other tools to deflect an asteroid. Surface and sub-surface mechanical properties are fundamental parameters for such mitigation techniques. A yet missing understanding of how a given surface reacts to a landing in low-g conditions is also required to make sure that the device has an appropriate design.

- **Catastrophic disruption**: the aim is to fully disrupt the asteroid down to very small pieces. Some knowledge of the full internal structure (and global strength) becomes necessary.

- **Surface ablation resulting in a reaction force opposing the ejected/vaporized surface material**: composition and thermal properties are needed for mitigation techniques relying on surface ablation.

AIM measurements (see Sec. 3.1 and 3.2) will provide crucial information that is relevant to these various mitigation techniques.

### 2.1.3. Human exploration and resource utilization

The preparation of a human mission to an asteroid will rely on our knowledge of asteroid properties, in particular the mechanical properties at the surface and sub-surface, including regolith/dust properties, since the astronaut will interact with the surface, in a low-gravity environment. The presence of potentially hazardous (for an astronaut) moonlets and the amount/behaviour of dust produced by an impact (e.g., a micrometeorite) or an astronaut-surface interaction also need to be assessed. Any human mission to an asteroid will require a precursor robotic exploration in order to minimize risks for the astronauts.

The assessment of the feasibility of asteroid resource utilization requires better knowledge of the detailed composition (mineralogy) of asteroids. Surface and sub-surface mechanical properties are also needed for the design of appropriate tools for material extraction.

#### 2.2. Additional knowledge resulting from AIM within AIDA

The implementation of the full AIDA mission will lead to unique information regarding the concept of the kinetic impactor as a deflection tool as well as the impact process itself.

Collisional events are of great relevance in the formation and evolution of planetary systems, including our own Solar System. In the first stages of planetary formation, low-speed collisions between planetesimals and/or dust drive planetary growth by collisional accretion. In the particular case of our Solar System, some energetic events apparently occurred quite early. For instance, the Moon of our Earth is understood to be the product of ejected debris reaccumulated after the impact of a planetesimal with our proto-Earth (e.g., Canup, 2012; Ćuk and Stewart, 2012; Reufer et al., 2012). In later stages, once the planets were formed, relative speeds between small bodies increased as a result of planetary perturbations. Consequently, our Solar System entered a new regime of high impact energy, in which it continues to evolve. In this regime, collisions do not lead to accretion phenomena but rather to disruptive events. Asteroid families in the asteroid main belt between Mars and Jupiter are the tracers of disruptive events of large parent bodies. Meteorites collected on Earth are another indication of collisional activity as they are the remnants of collisions that have taken place mostly in the main belt. As a consequence, collisions have to be seen as representing an important threat against human efforts in space, which in an extreme case could even lead to the destruction of our biosphere. The collisional process is therefore not a second-order problem in the understanding of the past, present, and future history of our Solar System; it is actually at the heart of its formation and evolution.

The scales of the phenomena that are involved in planetary and small body impacts are larger by far than those reached in laboratory impact experiments. Extrapolations by 15 orders of magnitude in mass are necessary to achieve
ranges that are relevant to asteroids and planetesimals. Theoretical models of catastrophic collisions try to fill this gap by establishing non-dimensional relationships between the projectile’s size, the impact velocity, the target’s strength, its density, etc., that are supposed to be valid at all scales, and which are regrouped in scaling laws (see e.g. Holzap-ple, 1993). These scaling laws are quite successful at relating projectile size to crater size in the cratering regime, so long as the analogy with a point-source-like explosion holds. Nevertheless, such relationships are necessarily idealized, as they assume a uniformity of the process as well as a structural continuity. Consequently, they cannot predict large-scale impact outcomes with a high degree of reliability. In reality, asteroids are complex entities whose impact response may have little to do with the physical behaviour of rock material in the laboratory (dominated by their mechanical strength) or large fluidized spheres (dominated by gravity).

Numerical simulations are another approach to studying the collisional process, with some notable successes. It is now possible to simulate an impact with a certain degree of sophistication and reasonable accuracy thanks to dedicated numerical codes (see, e.g., Jutzi et al., 2015, for a review) accompanied by improvements in computer performance. Important problems can now be addressed concerning the physical nature of individual objects with a collisional history, the origin of asteroid families, the formation of planets through collisional accretion, etc. Impact experiments in the laboratory are crucial to validate those numerical models at small scales before they are applied to large-scale events. However, until an experiment at the real scale of an asteroid collision can be performed, the validity of these simulations at large scales will remain highly uncertain, so performing a large-scale experiment is still crucial.

In addition to the knowledge gains resulting from AIM as a standalone mission, if DART produces an impact on the secondary of Didymos, AIM will allow us:

- to provide the initial conditions of the impact experiment, including at the specific location of DART’s impact;
- to observe for the first time the outcome of an impact on a small asteroid and determine, e.g., the crater size and morphology as well as the amount, size distribution, and trajectories of ejecta, at a scale that is well beyond what can be done in the laboratory and corresponding to that involved in the formation and evolution of our Solar System.
- to document the first high-speed impact experiment (before and after impact) on a small body within the Solar System;
- to interpret the resulting deflection in a way that is impossible if only ground observations were available;
- to verify or refine numerical impact codes that can then be applied with greater confidence to many problems linked to the formation and evolution of our Solar System and to other kinetic impactor studies.

AIM will contribute measurements from which initial conditions of the impact, e.g., the impact angle, can be determined, and will relate the position of the impact point on the target measured by DART to the detailed properties of the whole object. This knowledge is fundamental for our correct interpretation of the momentum transfer efficiency measurement. Moreover, although the deflection is planned to be observed from the ground, AIM will provide much greater accuracy as well as additional information about the binary system behaviour after the impact. Since DART’s impact speed is close to the average impact speed (5 km/s) between main belt asteroids, and the corresponding impact energy lies in the cratering regime, which is experienced more frequently by an asteroid than a disruptive event, AIM will provide unique knowledge on the impact process in the very conditions of an asteroid environment at a scale that is unreachable in the laboratory. For the first time, AIM will allow testing of hypervelocity impact models and scaling laws at appropriate scale, and provide real data regarding the initial conditions and outcome, in terms of the crater size and morphology, as well as ejecta production and properties.

It can be expected that a cloud of ejecta, as observed by the Deep Impact (NASA) mission (see below), will result from the DART impact and that, subsequently, a prominent crater will be visible. If AIM is to approach the binary after the impact, it may be possible, via comparison with DART images of the surface prior to impact, to observe the ejecta emplacement. However, the highest science return would be achieved by observing the impact directly as it occurs using the AIM spacecraft or a sub-component. From optical observations, the ejecta sizes and velocities versus angular distribution after a high-speed impact can be determined. The size distribution can also give direct information on the target material properties. For instance, a rubble pile with a preferred component size distribution should be reflected in the ejecta size distribution. If an infrared spectrometer were available, the plume temperatures of the impact could be measured directly, provided that the plume is visible from the spacecraft at its safe position. Any instrument will have a sufficiently short exposure time to temporally resolve the transient hot dust, but the uncertainty in the total intensity is too large to guarantee high-signal-to-noise data. These data would yield valuable information to constrain the energy partitioning during a large-scale impact. The precise size and shape of the crater will also be determined after the impact. The DART impact crater diameter has been estimated for four target cases, ranging from strong and non-porous target material to very weak and highly porous material (Cheng et al., 2016). The predicted crater size
for the porous target cases ranges from 6.1 to 17 m, consistent with predictions from numerical simulation models (Holsapple and Housen, 2012; Jutzi and Michel, 2014). For instance, for an expected crater diameter of 10 m and the planned minimum image resolution of 1 m in the global post-impact survey, we will obtain a 5% accuracy in crater radius (assuming 1 pixel) and 15% in crater volume. The post-impact survey will also provide the depth/diameter ratio and the global morphology of the crater, which are indicative of sub-surface structural properties. In addition, a comparison of high frequency radar signals before and after impact will indicate any sub-surface structural changes that may occur as a result of the impact. Much higher resolution imaging (∼10 cm) may also be acquired through a close flyby during the post-impact phase. This information will allow us to verify, compare, and refine our impact modeling tools and scaling laws. Once validated with AIDA, they will then be used with higher confidence to design other similar concepts in the future. This knowledge will also have a wide range of implications in planetary science, as the understanding of the impact response of a small body as a function of impact conditions and physical properties is crucial to estimate its collisional lifetime, the collisional evolution of asteroid populations (when this knowledge is extrapolated to other bodies), and the role of collisions in various phases of our Solar System history, as described above.

So far, the only mission that has performed such an impact is the Deep Impact mission (NASA) on July 4, 2005. The target was a comet, 9P/Tempel 1, 6 km in diameter, i.e., much greater than AIDA’s target (160 metres in diameter, see Sec. 5.1), and the resulting crater could not be seen due to obscuration by the unexpectedly large amount of fine ejecta. Moreover, the outcome was possibly influenced by the sublimation of volatiles from the subsurface, which is not expected in the case of AIDA’s target. The STARDUST-NExT mission (NASA) visited Tempel 1 much later, in 2011, after the comet passed its perihelion, and tentatively identified a shallow crater and other impact features resulting from Deep Impact (Schultz et al., 2013; Richardson and Melosh, 2013). But there is no clear guarantee that other processes did not affect the crater after such a long time, especially after a passage at close proximity to the Sun. The Hayabusa-2 mission (JAXA), which was successfully launched on December 3, 2014, carries a Small Carry-on Impactor (SCI) that will impact the primitive NEA (162173) 1999 JU3 in 2018. The mass of the copper projectile (2 kg) and its impact speed (2 km s⁻¹) are expected to produce a small crater (order of a few metres) but not to produce a measurable deflection. Therefore AIM will be the only spacecraft that will observe the impact of a projectile in the impact speed regime that is both linked to a deflection technology demonstration and consistent with the average impact speed (about 5 km/s) between asteroids in the main asteroid belt. A fundamental science return from the AIDA cratering experiment will be the determination of whether the crater forms in the strength or gravity regime, indicating whether material strength or the body’s gravity limits growth. This is a highly debated topic that requires experimental data. Given the relatively small size of AIDA’s target, it is expected that the crater will form in the strength regime and, if that is the case, the DART impact will offer us a good indication of the material strength of the asteroid surface (Holsapple and Schmidt, 1987). On the other hand, if the crater is found to be gravity-dominated, it will mean that the cohesion of the surface material is extremely small (e.g., Holsapple et al., 2002), less than the cohesion expected from van der Waals forces alone (Scheeres et al., 2010), which will provide interesting information on the mechanical properties of the asteroid.

2.4. Summary of knowledge gain resulting from both concepts

Figure 1 shows the wide range of objectives that AIM will achieve, as explained in the previous sections. With DART (Cheng et al., 2016), it will also serve planetary defense and Solar System science by participating in the first ever actual deflection demonstration and by measuring the outcome of the impact process at real asteroid scales.

3. AIM goals and associated payload

In this section, we indicate the most relevant physical parameters to be measured and instruments required to address the science topics described in previous sections. The exact requirements for these measurements in terms of precision and accuracy are not provided as they will be refined during the Phase A/B1 study ending in Summer 2016. Figure 2 shows the sequence of operations planned for AIM to reach its goals.

3.1. Measurements by AIM

Images in the visible, as well as the mass and surface (thermal and material) properties of the secondary of the binary asteroid Didymos, are mandatory outputs of AIM, as they serve all areas indicated in Fig. 1. A surface package will allow us to have highly accurate measurement at a specific location on the asteroid and to better understand the mechanical response of the surface. The surface package will also accommodate one element of a bistatic low-frequency radar instrument, providing unique data on the internal structure of the secondary. Free-flying CubeSats deployed before the DART impact will enhance the science return of the mission through additional distributed observations. A laser communication terminal could also be used as an altimeter, allowing very accurate orbit determination and consequently a better measurement of the masses of the primary and the secondary.

The radio-science experiment (RSE) will be performed using the spacecraft Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TT&C) radio-transponder. Both the laser communication terminal and the RSE will enhance the accuracy of
orbit determination and will support a first ever in-situ GRAvity Experiment (GRE) on a binary system (as already done with RSE for planets, e.g., Rosenblatt and Dehant (2010) and for single asteroids, e.g., Konopliv et al. (2002)). The RSE will also help to accurately measure the expected orbital change of the system.

A binary offers the possibility of observations of two objects rather than one. Most of the time both the primary and the secondary of Didymos will be in AIM’s field of view, so AIM will also measure some physical properties of the primary. In fact, even when getting very close to the secondary, observations of the primary will probably be necessary for navigation purposes. Therefore, global measurements, and most likely also a number of the high-resolution measurements, will be performed for both components. Information on the primary will allow us to improve our understanding of the processes that link the two bodies and provide insight into the binary formation mechanism. In addition, a binary primary could also be the target of a future mission that would greatly benefit from a precursor mission (e.g., for mitigation, resource utilization, or human exploration).

3.2. Measurements by AIM in the framework of the AIDA cooperation mission

The following additional measurements will be performed in the context of AIDA:

- Precise impact conditions (geometry/environment of the impact) of DART to interpret the deflection also measured by ground-based observations.
- Physical properties of the secondary (impacted body) and their modification after impact (i.e., the characterization shall be carried out before and after the impact), the ejecta properties (size/speed), and the crater morphology.

Knowledge of the initial conditions and outputs of the impact will provide inputs and a test case for numerical models that can then be refined and used with higher confidence for other cases.

- Orbital properties of the system and their changes after the impact (change in the orbit of the secondary around the primary).

4. AIM baseline payload

To perform the defined measurements, AIM will carry the payload indicated in Table 1. The proposed research objectives, the associated required accuracies and supporting instruments of AIM as a stand-alone mission are indicated in Table 2. In addition, we plan to perform simultaneous ground and space-based measurements (optical, infra-red and radar) that enable the calibration of ground-based observations and their extrapolation to other objects observed from the ground (ground-truth). Other objectives are indicated in Table 3. They are defined to be those objectives that measure properties that are relevant for the combined AIDA (AIM + DART) mission, or enhance the scientific return of a mission to a binary target. The objectives are focused on the secondary of the binary target, unless stated explicitly.

VIS is actually part of the spacecraft Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC) subsystem but it will be used as a remote sensing instrument to provide detailed images of the surface.

Two radar instruments operating at different frequency ranges will allow us to collect for the first time direct information on the subsurface and internal structures of a small asteroid. The high-frequency radar (HFR) will sound the first tens of metres of the regolith of both the primary body and its moon in order to image their structure with a 1-m resolution and detect potential layering and embedded large rocks (Herique, 2015). With a large enough number of acquisition orbits, we will be able to map the spatial diversity of the regolith. The same observation repeated after the DART impact will provide a unique opportunity to probe the impact crater and to detect subsurface changes induced by the impact in order to better model impact/body mechanical coupling. This step-frequency radar with heritage from WISDOM/Exomars HF operated over a broad frequency bandwidth has a frequency range from 300 MHz up to 3 GHz (Ciarletti et al., 2011). The low-frequency radar (LFR) will be used to probe the deep interior of the secondary body and to characterize its structural homogeneity in order to discriminate monolithic structure versus aggregate, to characterize the size distribution of the constitutive blocks, and to estimate the average complex dielectric permittivity, which relates to the mineralogy and porosity of the constituent material (Herique, 2015). This 60 MHz bistatic radar with a unit on both MASCOT-2 (see below) and the AIM spacecraft is based on CONSERT, the radar on Rosetta and Philae (Kofman, 2007; Kofman et al., 2015). As a secondary objective, both radars will support the determination of the system dynamical state.

MASCOT-2 is a small (≈ 10 kg) lander, based on the design of MASCOT (1) which is part of the Hayabusa 2 mission (Jaumann et al., 2013; Ulamec et al., 2014). It will be deployed from the mother spacecraft and land on the secondary. After several bounces and possible re-location by an internal hopping mechanism it will operate for several months on the asteroid surface and provide detailed information about its landing site and the physical properties of the surface material. Besides the lander unit of the LFR, a camera will provide high-resolution images of the landing area, and accelerometers will interpret the bouncing dynamics. During the DART impact, MASCOT-2 will possibly be able to detect the seismic shock with its accelerometers. Exact timing could give valuable information on the internal structure (from the velocity of p-waves). MASCOT-2 will also serve as a technology demon-
The thermal infrared imager (TIRI) will provide images of the primary and secondary at mid-IR wavelengths, from which the surface temperature distribution, thermal inertia, and surface roughness (at scales smaller than the resolution, but larger than the thermal skin depth of a few cm) can be derived.

The optical terminal (OPTEL) will allow qualification of end-to-end 2-way deep-space optical communication systems for small missions, and will be used as a laser altimeter.

The CubeSat opportunity payloads (COPINS) will consist of the deployment of two 3U CubeSats (or any combination of these units). Its science goal has not been defined yet (five studies of different concepts are currently under way). It will serve to demonstrate deep-space inter-satellite communications for independent CubeSat-based sensors and provide the potential for measurements that are not possible, or deemed too high a risk, for the AIM spacecraft. Also, the combination of AIM, COPINS, and MASCOT-2 will provide a demonstration of inter-satellite link networking between the three components.

The RSE will rely on the spacecraft radio-transponder and on the network of ground-based deep-space antennas. In addition to the laser ranging measurements along the Earth-spacecraft Line-Of-Sight (LoS) direction, it will provide Doppler measurements related to the LoS velocity variations of the spacecraft (and also ranging, although with less accuracy than the laser). Moreover, the RSE can measure the plane-of-sky position of the spacecraft normal to the LoS direction using the radio-telescopes of the VLBI (Very Large Baseline Interferometry) network (Duev et al., 2012). The LoS ranging and the plane-of-sky
measurements will help to better constrain the ephemeris of the binary system. The GRE will provide better determination of the primary to secondary mass ratio and the moments of inertia of the primary through the measurements of the second-order coefficients of the primary gravity field (namely \( J_2 \), dynamical flattening, and \( C_{22} \) coefficients). Both measurements will better constrain the interior structure of the system components, i.e., the porosity index and the internal mass distribution, which are key parameters to test several models of formation of the binary system (e.g., Walsh and Jacobson, 2015). The porosity is also a key parameter for risk mitigation as the momentum transfer efficiency of a kinetic impactor highly depends on the porosity (Jutzi and Michel, 2014).

5. AIM environment

5.1. Known target properties

(65803) Didymos (preliminary designation 1996 GT) is an Apollo asteroid (semimajor axis \( a > 1 \) AU, perihelion distance \( q < 1.017 \) AU) discovered on April 11, 1996 by Spacewatch at Kitt Peak. Its binary nature was discovered with photometric and radar observations obtained shortly after its close approach to Earth (at a minimum distance of 0.048 AU) during the period November 20–24, 2003 (Pravec et al., 2003).

The main physical and dynamical properties of the binary system were derived or constrained from the photometric observations, the radar observations, or their combination. The known parameters of Didymos are summarized in Tables 4 and 5. Note that the only dynamical parameters directly measured by the observations are the orbital period of the secondary around the primary, their orbital separation, the rotation period of the primary and the size ratio of secondary to primary. All other quantities (e.g. system’s mass etc) are derived from these measured parameters. In the following, we briefly describe their derivation.

A parameter of critical importance for the determination of many other properties of Didymos is the orientation of the mutual orbital plane of the Didymos components in space, i.e., the pole of the orbital plane on the celestial sphere. Scheirich and Pravec (2009) modeled the photometric data obtained during November 20 to December 20, 2003 (Pravec et al., 2006) and they found two possible solutions for the orbital pole, one prograde and one retro-
grade. Follow-up observations that were obtained with the 4.3-m Lowell Discovery Channel Telescope on April 13-14, 2015, are consistent with the retrograde solution, but not the prograde one. Though confirmation with additional and higher-quality observations planned for 2017 will be needed, we choose the retrograde pole solution, which is consistent with the 2015 data, in our further analyses. The currently best determined allowed 3σ area for the retrograde orbital pole is shown in Fig. 3. The nominal pole solution is given in Table 4.

For the retrograde pole, Scheirich and Pravec (2009) determined the orbital period to be 11.920 $^{+0.004}_{-0.006}$ h, the secondary-to-primary mean diameter ratio $D_S/D_P = 0.21 \pm 0.01$ and they constrained the eccentricity to be $\leq 0.03$ (the uncertainties and the upper limit are 3σ). For the retrograde pole, we refined the primary rotation period from the original estimate by Pravec et al. (2006) to $P_P = 2.2600 \pm 0.0001$ h.

Assuming zero inclination of the mutual orbit to the primary’s equator, i.e., the primary pole being the same as the orbital pole, Naidu and Benner modeled the Didymos' primary using their 2003 radar observations taken at Goldstone and Arecibo—the best delay-Doppler images had a range resolution of 15 m—and the photometric data for the primary by Pravec et al. (2006). Their preliminary primary shape model is shown in Fig. 4. They obtained a mean diameter (i.e., the diameter of a sphere with the same volume) of $D_P = 0.78$ km with a conservative uncertainty of ±10%. The mean diameter of the secondary, called hereafter Didymoon for the sake of simplicity, derived from $D_P$ and $D_S/D_P$, is $D_S = 0.163 \pm 0.018$ km. Combining the mean diameter values with the system’s mean absolute magnitude $H = 18.16 \pm 0.04$ by Pravec et al. (2012), we then obtain Didymos’ geometric albedo $p_V = 0.15 \pm 0.04$, which is a typical value for S-type asteroids and therefore consistent with Didymos’ S-type classification (see below). The radar albedo of 0.27 (±25%) is consistent with silicates and inconsistent with pure metal. Near-surface roughness is lower than the NEA average and somewhat less than on Eros, Itokawa, and Toutatis.

Didymos is classified as an S-type by de León et al. (2010) based on its 0.4 to 2.5 micron spectrum, and as an Xk-type by Binzel et al. (2004) based on a visible spectrum. Figure 5 shows the spectrum obtained by de León et al. compared with that of two visited NEAs, namely (433) Eros and (25143) Itokawa. S-type asteroids may be associated with L5 and LL5 meteorites.

Fang and Margot (2012) determined the distance between the centres of mass (COMs) of the two bodies, i.e., the semi-major axis $a = 1.18^{+0.04}_{-0.02}$ km and, with the orbital period by Scheirich and Pravec (2009), the total system mass $M_{\text{tot}} = (5.3 \pm 0.5) \times 10^{11}$ kg. From the values of the component mean diameters and the total system mass, we obtain a nominal value for Didymos’ bulk density of 2100 kg m$^{-3}$, but with a high (conservative) uncertainty of ±30%. A comparison of this bulk density with the density of L-type meteorites, used as meteorite analogues of S-type asteroids (Consolmagno et al., 2008), suggests the asteroid’s porosity is ≈ 45%. Assuming the same density for both components, the secondary-to-primary mass ratio is $M_S/M_P = V_S/V_P = (D_S/D_P)^3 = (0.21 \pm 0.01)^3 = 0.0093 \pm 0.0013$. This shows how small the mass of Didymoon is (about $5 \times 10^9$ kg), with respect to that of the primary.

Physical properties of Didymoon other than its mean diameter and mass have not been observationally constrained. Based on data for other asteroid binary systems similar to Didymos (Pravec et al., 2016), we assume that Didymoon is in a 1:1 spin-orbit resonance, i.e., its rotation is synchronous with its revolution around the primary, $P_S = P_{\text{orb}}$. Observed radar bandwidths and extents of Didymoon are consistent with this assumption. For modeling purposes, the shape of Didymoon is assumed to be a triaxial ellipsoid with the axis ratios indicated in Table 5. The assumed $a_S/b_S$ is based on the observations of similar systems and on stability arguments (Pravec et al., 2016).
The assumed \( b_S/c_S \) is based on the observations of similar systems. The rotation state is not constrained by observations and may be unstable (tumbling) for \( a_S/b_S \sim 1.4 \). The major semi-axis \( a_S \) is oriented in the \( x \) axis of the corotating frame, i.e., in the direction that connects the COMs of the primary and Didymoon. However, because there may be a small eccentricity, \( a_S \) may librate about the line connecting the COMs of the two bodies. Naidu and Margot (2015) estimated that the libration amplitude could be up to 15°. The minor semi-axis \( c_S \) is identified with the assumed Didymoon spin direction. The intermediate semi-axis \( b_S \) is in the mutual orbit plane, since the obliquity of Didymoon is assumed to be zero. The numerical values of the semi-axes follow from the condition of volume equivalence of an ellipsoid, \( a_S \times b_S \times c_S = (D_S/2)^3 \), from which \( a_S = 0.103 \) km. The nominal values of the minor axes are \( b_S = 0.079 \) km and \( c_S = 0.066 \) km.

5.2. Unknown target properties

Many properties cannot be determined, or may be very poorly measured, from ground-based observations, although reasonable constraints can be placed on some through modelling. AIM will allow our predictions to be tested.

5.2.1. Main physical properties

Knowing the shapes, masses, spins, and separation of the Didymos components, within uncertainties, it is possible to build numerical models of the Didymos system, treating the components as aggregates of discrete fragments, and test for example the stability of the primary’s shape. These studies are currently under way. Preliminary analysis confirms that the primary is close to the critical rotation rate for regolith motion or wholesale shape change. Depending on the actual bulk density of the primary, cohesion may be required to prevent surface motion and/or particle lofting. Indeed, the primary spin is so close to critical that its stability is very sensitive to poorly constrained parameters. Conversely, an assumption of stability may provide constraints on these parameters, including for example the bulk friction angle of the constituent material. The spin limit for the actual shape model, as a function of density and friction angle, will be the subject of a future study.

Further work regarding the modeling of YORP spin-up may provide some additional constraints. In particular, YORP spin-up can lead to migration of material from the pole to the equator, turning an almost spherical object into an oblate spheroid with an equatorial ridge (Walsh et al., 2008). A better understanding of this process can allow the determination of the possible evolution of the shape of an object as a function of its thermal properties and other relevant physical/dynamical properties.

The mass and possibly size of Didymoon, and consequently the density difference between the primary and Didymoon, will not be known in advance with high accuracy; so far we assume that both components have the same bulk density (see Sec. 5.1). The same holds true regarding detailed surface properties as well as any knowledge of the internal structure. However, based on our understanding of binary formation by YORP spin-up, it is likely that both components of Didymos are gravitational aggregates (Walsh et al., 2008, 2012), even if cohesion may play a role. In particular, Didymoon could be formed by reaccumulation of small pieces escaping the primary during YORP spin-up. The primary may also be richer in regolith at its equator as a result of this process (see next section).
5.2.2. Surface properties

The surface may be covered by regolith and/or rocky material. The cumulative number of rocks with diameter greater than or equal to a given diameter \( D \) (in m), per square metre, is given by \( N(D) \).

The differential size frequency distribution (SFD) of surface rocks is frequently observed to follow a power law described by \( dN = K D^q dD \) where \( dN \) is the number of boulders per unit area in the diameter range between \( D \) (typically, the long diameter of an ellipse fitted to the image) and \( D + dD \), and where \( K \) and \( q \) (assuming \(-4.5 < q < -3\) are constants of the power-law. The cumulative distribution \( N_c(D > D_c) \) is the integral of the differential distribution, or:

\[
N_c(D > D_c) = \int_{D_c}^{\infty} K D^q dD = \frac{-K}{q+1} D_c^{q+1} = c D^p
\]

\[
p = q + 1, c = -K/(q+1) = -K/p
\]

Table 4: The binary orbit solution of Didymos. 3\( \sigma \) indicates a 99.7% confidence interval. The obliquity refers to the heliocentric orbit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal Orbital Pole</th>
<th>( L_{\text{orb}} = 310^\circ ), ( B_{\text{orb}} = -84^\circ )</th>
<th>( 3\sigma )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obliquity</td>
<td>171° ± 9°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter ratio ( D_2/D_P )</td>
<td>0.21 ± 0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary orbital period ( P_{\text{orb}} )</td>
<td>11.920 h ±0.004/ -0.066 h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary orbital eccentricity</td>
<td>upper limit: 0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary orbital inclination</td>
<td>( \pm 0^\circ )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Known dynamical and physical properties of the binary asteroid Didymos. The heliocentric orbital elements are given at epoch 2457000.5 (2014-Dec-09.0), reference: JPL 120 (heliocentric ecliptic J2000); 2015-Jun-04 18:20:59.

| Heliocentric semi-major axis | \( (1.6444327821 \pm 9.8 \times 10^{-9}) \) AU | JPL |
| Heliocentric eccentricity    | 0.383752501 ± 7.7 \times 10^{-9} | JPL |
| Heliocentric inclination (ecliptic) | \( (3.4076697 \pm 2.4 \times 10^{-7}) \) deg | JPL |
| Primary rotation period      | (2.2600 ± 0.0001) h |        |
| Distance between component COMs | (1.18 \pm 0.04/ -0.02) km | See discussion |
| Mean diameter of the primary \( D_P \) | 0.780 km ± 10% (3\( \sigma \)) |        |
| Mean diameter of the secondary \( D_S \) | (0.163 ± 0.018) km |        |
| Secondary (shape) elongation \( a_S/b_S \) | 1.3 ± 0.2 |        |
| and \( b_S/e_S \) (assumed) | > 1 (assumed: 1.2) |        |
| Bulk density of the primary \( \rho_P \) | 2100 kg m\(^{-3}\) ± 30% |        |
| Total system mass            | 5.28 ± 0.54 \times 10^{11} \text{ kg} |        |
| Mean absolute magnitude (whole system) \( H \) | 18.16 ± 0.04 |        |
| Geometric albedo             | 0.15 ± 0.04 | 40403 km |                |
| Radar albedo                 | 0.27 ± 25% | PDS, pole sol. 2 |

5.2.3. Thermal properties

Knowledge of thermal properties is important for the science return of the mission and the design of the spacecraft. For instance, the value of the thermal inertia — \( \Gamma = \sqrt{K/\rho C} \), where \( K \), \( \rho \), and \( C \) are the thermal conductivity, the density, and the heat capacity of the surface regolith, respectively — controls the surface temperature distribution, which in turn governs the non-gravitational perturbations (Yarkovsky effect) that act on the asteroid’s trajectory. Moreover, estimates of the surface temperature and its variations are required for the design of the lander MASCOT-2. In effect, during the near-surface operation of the spacecraft, all instruments receive heat from the surface of the asteroid. It is thus paramount to take into account the potentially hot surface of the asteroid, during these phases of the mission.
Published values of $\Gamma$ for NEAs of size and composition similar to Didymos (Delbò et al., 2015) are between 400 and 1000 J m$^{-2}$ s$^{-0.5}$ K$^{-1}$. Unfortunately, the thermal inertia of Didymos may not be known before its 2022 close approach to Earth and AIM’s visit, since the asteroid is not sufficiently bright for the necessary ground-based thermal IR observations. Space-based measurements may be possible using the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) if the launch schedule is maintained. During the approach phase of AIM, the thermal inertia can be measured with a thermal camera when the spacecraft is a few hundreds of kilometres away from the asteroid or closer. Assuming $\Gamma = 700$ J m$^{-2}$ s$^{-0.5}$ K$^{-1}$, a value very similar to that of Itokawa, and that there are no librations in Didymoon’s 1:1 spin-orbit resonance (synchronous) state, Fig. 6 shows that the primary and the secondary component of the binary system have very different temperature distributions, mainly due to the very different rotation periods of the two bodies.

It is known that rapid temperature variations (Alf-Lagoa et al., 2015) can enhance the effect of thermal surface fracturing (Delbò et al., 2014), likely causing potential variations of the surface thermal inertia. It was noted that the thermal inertia of binary NEAs is different from the thermal inertia of non-binary asteroids of the same population (Delbò et al., 2011). Note also that the eclipsed hemisphere has two thermal cycles every 11.92 hours, instead of one. AIM observations of the regolith properties of Didymoon will help to clarify how these different processes work and and how they manifest as measurable surface properties.

### 5.2.4. Environment between the two components

In addition to the two main components of the binary, the possible existence of dust and boulders evolving between them must be assessed. In the context of identified binary formation mechanisms through YORP spin-up, during the secondary formation, mass transfer from one body to the other can happen. However, once the secondary is formed and when it is stabilized, which results in its rotation state being spin-locked, then no major mass transfer is expected to occur. Didymos is now assumed to be in this state.

In fact, as indicated in Sec. 5.2.1, the case of Didymos is very interesting. Didymos’ primary is one of the largest of the fast spinners. The tidal pull of Didymoon may create additional perturbations known as tidal saltation (Harris et al., 2009). So long as the surface speed is less than the escape speed, which is the case for Didymos’ primary, a lifted particle will not escape, but will orbit the body for a time that needs further study to be determined. It may be that the long-term fate of a lofted particle is to join the secondary or to rejoin the primary at a different location.

In general, all asteroids with a spherical shape spinning at angular rates between $\omega = (4\pi\rho G/3)^{1/2}$ and $(8\pi\rho G/3)^{1/2}$, where $\rho$ is the bulk density and $G$ the gravitational constant, can be expected to have at least temporary orbiting debris. The fate of those debris is complicated, but must be assessed if they are present as it may influence the operations and safety of an observing spacecraft. However, once the shape of the primary deviates from a sphere, the limits depend not only on $\rho$ but also on the shape/ellipticity of the primary, e.g., the more oblate it is (up to a maximum oblateness that depends on the details of the exact shape), the faster it can rotate and still hold onto material. Thus the $\omega$ bounds become larger than for the pure sphere case.

Note that asteroids spinning faster than the upper limit will have no coarse surface regolith (but fine dust may have enough cohesion to remain on the surface; see Gundlach and Blum, 2015). Those with spins between the limits may have regolith only on parts of the surface.

The survival time of small $\mu$m–sized dust particles that lift off the primary is very short due to radiation forces. Preliminary numerical simulations of the system dynamics show that particles that leave the surface land again
on the surface itself, sometimes at different latitudes, and this process may go on indefinitely. This could serve as a mechanism that causes continuous dust production in close proximity to the primary. However, it is reasonable to assume that dust will not be a threat for the mission to Didymoon (although shutters for the optical systems, including the camera, may be envisaged, especially in the framework of AIDA).

5.3.2. Change in dynamical properties of Didymos

The impact will produce a crater on Didymoon. Its size and morphology highly depend on the sub-surface structure and mechanical properties of Didymoon. Numerical simulations of hypervelocity impacts with a 3D Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) hydrocode using the impact conditions of DART and assuming a porous structure of Didymoon have been performed. They indicate that the diameter of the crater may be of the order of a few to 10–15 metres, depending on the assumed structure (see Cheng et al. (2016) for DART impact conditions and more details). Large-scale restructuring is unlikely to occur given the energy regime of the impact event, which is orders of magnitude below the catastrophic disruption impact energy threshold at Didymoon’s size, despite its rather low gravitational binding energy. On the other hand, regolith displacement may occur in the vicinity of the impact point and crater, due to the very low gravity of the asteroid. Even small seismic waves may cause displacement or lift-off of loose material. However, there are no reliable existing tools and knowledge to quantify these effects.

5.3.3. Environment between and around the two components due to impact ejecta

The fate of ejecta produced by the DART impact is an important outcome of the impact event, which has implications on the safety and operations for an observing spacecraft and which also contributes to our better understanding of the impact process. The exact size distribution of the ejecta is still an open question as it depends strongly on the physical properties of Didymoon’s upper surface layers. In order to provide some indication of potential safe positions for the spacecraft, we have started to investigate the fate of the ejecta, taking as initial conditions the outcome (ejecta masses/sizes and velocities) expected from the DART impact based on scaling laws and numerical simulations, assuming various kinds of surface properties. Typically, the size distribution of ejecta follows a power-law and given the size of the DART impact event, ejecta whose sizes range from several centimetres to dust are expected. A force balance analysis shows that solar radiation pressure (for relevant ejecta sizes) and solar tides are the dominant perturbations, in addition to the gravitational environment of the binary. The fate of ejecta at the large-size end of the size distribution, which pose the greatest risk to a spacecraft, accounting for all the relevant perturbations, is the subject of a future paper.

Regarding dust ejecta, it is already clear that a significant amount of small particles (1 \(\mu\)m–1 cm) will be ejected. Tails of dust grains have been observed for several asteroids recently impacted or disrupted, such as P/2010 A2 (Jewitt et al., 2010; Snodgrass et al., 2010) and 596 Scheila (Bodewits et al., 2014). Such a debris cloud is typically ejected at relatively low speed and lingers around the asteroid for periods ranging from days to months. These small debris may also be hazardous to the spacecraft, and therefore must be accounted for in our simulations. We considered the fate of very small ejecta (micron- to cm-size particles) by modeling their trajectories with the cometary tail/jets code COSSIM (Vincent et al., 2010). The motion of dust grains in this size range is controlled by the competition between solar gravity and solar radiation pressure,

\[ \text{impact, normalized by the momentum of the projectile)} \]
\[ = 1.4-1.5 \text{ based on SPH simulations (Jutzi and Michel, 2014). Other estimates for the } \beta \text{ factor (see Cheng et al., 2016) give a range between 1.3 \text{ (resulting in a } \Delta V \text{ of 0.52 mm/s) and 4.1 } (\Delta V \text{ of 1.42 mm s}^{-1}) \text{, for vertical impacts, depending on the assumed internal structure (assuming a 300 kg spacecraft impacting at 6.25 km s}^{-1}) \text{. Note that these estimates do not account for the effect of the target’s rotation on the outcome, which should be tiny as Didymoon is spin-locked. This transfer of momentum will lead to a change in speed (on the order of 0.4 mm/s assuming } \beta = 1 \text{), which in turn will lead to a change in the orbital period of Didymoon around the primary. This change (up to a few minutes) can be measured to within 10\% by ground-based observatories and to much higher precision by AIM.} \]
both forces acting in opposite directions and varying with inverse-square distance from the Sun (Finson and Probstein, 1968). The ejection velocity of these particles is not obtained by impact simulations, due to a resolution limit (minimum grain size) of a few cm, so the worst-case scenario was assumed, i.e., the dust grains are ejected at slightly above the escape speed of the Didymos system ($\sim 1 \text{ m s}^{-1}$).

The current mission scenario foresees that the spacecraft will move to a safe distance of 100 km around the time of the impact, and will remain there until all debris have left the system. We modeled the expansion of a dust cloud as described above and calculated the time needed for the particles to escape this safety sphere, for different size ranges (Table 4).

We found that in this regime dust grains smaller than 100 $\mu$m will escape in a few hours. Larger grains (1 mm to 10 cm), however, are likely to stay close to the asteroid much longer, up to one month after the impact. Such a slow escape has actually been observed in the case of asteroid P/2010 A2 (Snodgrass et al., 2010), which presented a dust tail interpreted as the result of an impact by a 5-metre-diameter projectile. The larger grains in the ejecta cloud (diameter $> \text{mm}$) remained detectable from Earth more than one year after the event, still in the vicinity of their parent body.

A future step in our modeling will be to account for the complexity of a binary system, where the revolution of the two bodies around their barycenter may actually help to constrain dust grains to specific trajectories, rather than the simpler spherical expansion we have used here. Because most of the cloud will be expanding in the anti-solar direction, it may also be possible to design orbits maintaining trajectories on the day side of the system, where the dust density is expected to be much lower. This would allow AIM to achieve closer distances to Didymoon soon after the impact.

### 6. Conclusions

AIDA is a joint cooperation between European and US space agencies that consists of two separate and independent spacecraft, AIM and DART. Until early fall 2016, AIM will be in Phase A/B1 at ESA and DART will be in Phase A at NASA. If the mission is then approved for launch, both spacecraft will be launched independently in 2020 for an arrival in 2022 to the binary near-Earth asteroid Didymos, to assess the possibility of deflecting an asteroid by using a kinetic impactor. The AIM spacecraft will be the first probe that will characterize a binary asteroid, including the surface, subsurface, and internal structure of its smaller component (its main target) and possibly its primary. It will also deploy a few CubeSats and a small lander, allowing us to improve our understanding of the surface response of a low-gravity body. With DART, AIDA will be the first fully documented hypervelocity impact experiment on a small asteroid, in the size range of interest for planetary defense. Implications of this knowledge for Solar System science as well as impact mitigation are enormous, and we can reasonably expect that big surprises, a typical outcome of Solar System space missions, are waiting for us.
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